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12 / U.S.-China trade: a cease-fire ends a battle, but the war is not over yet, by any means  - U.S. President Donald Trump and 
Chinese President Xi Jinping agreed to keep a trade war between the two countries from escalating with a promise to halt the impo-
sition of new tariffs for 90 days as the world’s two largest economies negotiate a lasting agreement. The White House described the 
meeting as “highly successful,” saying the U.S. will leave existing tariffs on $200 billion of Chinese goods at 10 percent and refrain 
from raising that rate to 25 percent as planned on Jan. 1. In exchange, the U.S. wants an immediate start to talks on Trump’s biggest 
complaints about Chinese trade practices: intellectual property theft, non-tariff barriers and forced technology transfer. There was yet 
no comprehensive statement from China on the specifics of the agreement. However, neither side got their maximum demands but 
there was enough give and take for both U.S. and China to claim victory. At the very least, both sides avoided the worst-case scenario. 
It was especially crucial for China to get a truce done. The U.S. planned to increase tariffs on $200 billion in Chinese goods from 10% 
to 25%, effective Jan. 1. That increase has now been deferred. Nonetheless, the celebration of the Trump/Xi dinner in Buenos Aires 
lasted just about three hours. And the market euphoria did not even last a day.  There were a few niggling details that bothered the 
financial markets. The official statements the U.S. and China subsequently issued clashed in scope, tone and substance. Not that the 
finer points will make much of a difference in the short term. The fast-track negotiations in Buenos Aires cannot deliver during a single 
dinner between Trump-Xi: a political understanding on the parameters for a reset of U.S.-China economic relations that both sides 
can live with. It was just a temporary truce, pure and simple. Nonetheless, an agreement in March may end this battle, but it won’t 
end the war. The U.S has already found that weaponizing trade and the U.S. Dollar can work against a large exporter into the country. 
Trump’s government will continue to deploy it when it serves their purpose. Watch out for the next battle.

15 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Trade Talks - Truces are meant to be broken - The current uncertainties around the Truce in US/
China trade negotiations are weighting on equity markets and risk assets more generally. Our graphs suggest important risks ahead on 
US and Chinese equity markets, and over the next few months the S&P500 may move down towards the 2’500 – 2’350 range, while 
Chinese equity markets should retest down towards their October lows at least. Meanwhile, the US Dollar should resume higher vs 
most currencies. We expect USD/CNY to push higher, possibly above 7.0, while Commodity currencies take a new dive. This should 
also be the case for Commodities and related equities, which should also start to weaken again (including Gold), probably towards 
mid Q1, when we expect them to finally find support and start bouncing into the Spring.

23 /  Update On Systemic Monetary Liquidity: problematical Q4 2018 and early 2019 but after that it could be interesting consider 
risk assets again  - The primary source of systemic liquidity is, of course, the aggregate stimulus provided by the leading global central 
banks (the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, Bank of Japan, People’s Bank of China, and Swiss National Bank – CB5). Their 
aggregate balance sheets have been feeding economies and financial markets since late 2008. However, flows from that source have 
been steadily declining since early this year, and will continue to fall as global central banks wind down their massive balance sheets 
acquired as response to the Great Financial Crisis of 2007-2008.  The aggregate global Monetary Base has been credited with pushing 
up the valuation of equity and other asset markets around the world. We also credit the aggregate global Monetary Base for uplifting 
US and global growth. The positive impact has been the greatest on the US GDP and equity markets. The support from this source is 
however starting to dry up, generating speculations about just how much downward adjustment growth and the price of risk assets 
will have to make in the wake of the smaller liquidity flows. This resource is winding down, and in fact, after a favourable uplift last 
July and August, the flows died down. The negative effects have manifested in the current turmoil in the stock and bond markets, and 
a likely decline in growth in Q4 2018. We take a look at the engines of liquidity and the impact they will have going forward.

27 / Timing and Tactical Insight - As Liquidity contracts, Credit markets are showing signs of weakness - While Central Bank Liqui-
dity continues to contract, Credit markets should suffer again over the next few months. Corporate spreads were the first ones to 
move. Indeed, since early October they have followed risk assets in their correction and have started to accelerate up again. Sovereign 
spreads on the other hand, have retraced quite substantially over the last three months. We now expect them to resynch with other 
Credit Spreads and also start to widen again. A new leg up in the US Dollar may be the main factor behind this trend. Hence, going 
forward, we would continue to reduce exposure to Credit, probably into mid/late Q1 at least. We would also avoid Financials and the 
Banking sector, which will probably continue to underperform during this period.
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34 /  The Fed walks back on it aggressive monetary policy stance: December hike is on, but 2019 may see much slower tightening 
pace - Two weeks ago, Fed chair Jerome Powell walked back from his statement on early October that monetary policy is a “long way 
from neutral” to “just below neutral” On October 23 – all in less than 30 days, and accomplished without any actual adjustment of 
monetary policy. It was an amazing, and at the same time, an embarrassing volte-face for Mr. Powell, who crashed the stock markets 
will his ill-considered remarks in open Question and Answer session. The financial markets are still suffering from the severe market 
declines that followed his almost cavalier remarks. This is a remarkable transformation in the outlook of the Fed chief and of the FOMC. 
So we ask: just what economic indicators have been seen by Mr. Powell to make him do this embarrassing climb-down? Recent data 
have shown the housing market slowing, job gains are cooling, and inflation giving no signs of rising above the Fed's 2-percent target. 
Indeed, there are plenty of "reasons for hinting at a slowdown in monetary policy in 2019, starting with a pause in March. As a conse-
quence, the new market meme and focus, which is scaring the wits of everyone, is the yield curve inversion. Because of the inversion, 
many investors are now forced to confront another interpretation of the economy. Inversion of the yield curve has been consistently 
a harbinger of an economic recession. Historically speaking, an inversion of the yield curve does not “immediately” coincide with a 
recessionary onset, and the lag between inversion and recession has been from 15 months to 28 months. However, and surprisingly to 
some, a few of the best equity market bull phases in history have taken place during an inversion of the yield curve. This is a possibility 
to keep in mind for after mid Q1 next year. 

38 / Timing and Tactical Insight - The Yield curve is still flattening, the scope is limited, yet it may still extend lower into mid Q1 - The 
US yield has flattened substantially over the last 2 years. Yet, we do expect one last attempt lower, probably into mid Q1. The 10 Years 
to 3 months treasury spread could still fall by a further 20 to 30 basis points over the next couple of months.This would also imply circa 
20 to 30 basis points of additional retracement on the US 10 Years benchmark yield (the 25 bps rate hike in December is probably fully 
priced into the 3 months). This corresponds to the downside potential we’ve been forecasting over the last few issues of The Capital 
Observer. In our view, it can only happen if risk assets continue to drop, while Flight to Safety intensifies over the next couple of months. 
On the Equity front, we would hence avoid playing either Value nor Growth profiles, and continue to focus on Defensive sectors, which 
we believe should probably outperform further, first into January, and then possibly into February / March. By then, the correction on 
risk assets may have reached a worthwhile support, the FED could signal a pause in its rate hiking spree, and risk assets and long term 
yields could start to bounce into the Spring, thereby contributing to an initial period of steepening throughout the US Yield Curve.   

45 / The ECB has delivered the goods, but will start taking them back soon; monetary policy as a tool in dealing with growing 
populism in the Eurozone  - Concerns about a Eurozone slowdown are overblown, in our view. Economic growth rates were at un-
sustainably high levels in late 2017,  part of the slowdown seen in 2018,  especially during  early in the year, can be viewed as natural 
moderation. The fundamental strengths of the euro area economy, (such as broad-based economic expansion and robust labour 
market improvements), will continue to drive growth in 2019. The European Central bank has taken steps in the past several years to 
encourage growth, especially the large scale purchases of assets -- ECB basically delivered the goods that it has promised. The healthier 
economic outlook has in fact prompted the ECB to make its first move away from the exceptionally accommodative monetary policy 
stance that has been in place since the global financial crisis. It is taking back some of the goods back. Mr. Draghi’s successor must be 
able to navigate the minefield of peripheral country issues, and deal with Germany covert opposition to provide ample resources to 
meet issues forcefully.  Heir-apparent Francois Villeroy De Galhau intends to play a key political arbitrating role in proceedings between 
Italy and the EU Directorate.

48 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Too many risks still looming over Europe - Short term, we believe it is too early to go bottom fishing 
in the European equity markets. Indeed, we expect them to continue lower probably into early/mid January in first instance, and then 
perhaps even retest down into February.  Geographically, while Italy may come back to haunt us over the next couple of months, France 
also continues to underperform along with Oil and the Energy sector, probably into January. Germany, which is high beta, looks rather 
Oversold, yet we would also wait until early next year before considering it. In the meantime, the Swiss market may outperform slightly 
longer, yet may also suffer from renewed CHF strength vs the EUR. Across the Channel, UK markets on the other hand, should continue 
to outperform, provided one hedges them for currency risk, as EUR/GBP probably continues to strengthen. On the currency front, we 
expect the Euro to continue its slide vs other majors, probably moving towards 1.11 on EUR/USD, 1.10 on EUR/CHF and back below 
125 on EUR/JPY.  Hence, for now, the environment remains quite defensive in Europe. That said, from mid/late Q1, European markets 
may start bounce along with other equity markets. This move may be quite pronounced given that European economic fundamentals 
are still relatively strong, and that political risks would have depressed valuations. 

56 / Splicing the markets - Oil Falling like a knife, don’t try to catch it for now - Since early October, Oil has entered a rapid sell-off as 
we had forecast. Its velocity is strong, and countertrends will probably be short lived. For now, we expect this downtrend to continue 
at least into early/mid January, and then possibly until February / March. The Energy sector would confirm these negative prospects 
both on a standalone and a relative basis vs the market. On the target front, the downside is still compelling, as Brent could reach down 
into the mid 50s or even below.
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